BITBOX FEE STRUCTURE
We make money only when you make money - and you make the higher percentage!*
Bitbox makes money on a per transaction basis after your initial investment:
• NO annual program renewal fee

• NO locked in monthly advertising or royalty payments

PER TRANSACTION FEES
Expenses Fee = 7.75% (Rent to Location Business Owner, Crypto Liquidity, Armored Car Cash Pick up/Vault Service, Mining, Software & Accounting Fees)
Net Profit after Expenses* = (70/30 split: you receive 70%, Bitbox keeps 30% -or- 80/20 split: you receive 80%, Bitbox keeps 20%)
ADDITIONAL EXPENSES
•

Shipping & Upgraded Digital Locks ($700 value per machine) are included in purchase price

•

Tech Maintenance: $125 (if the issue cannot be managed or resolved internally)

•

After the initial investment, Bitbox does not require/send invoices to Agent unless it is out of GROSS REVENUES/
TRANSACTIONS from the machine - in this case, Bitbox will operate by the fee structure as listed above

EXAMPLE:
$20 Transaction Fee

70% to You*
= $12.92

less 7.75% ( 1.55) =
$
18.45 Net Profit*

30% to Bitbox
= $5.53

$

or

80% to You*
= $14.76
20% to Bitbox
= $3.69

*DISCLAIMER: Bitbox does not provide income guarantees or guaranteed results. Each machine has it's own performance history which can be impacted by
many factors including but not limited to marketing, location, crypto demand, regulations etc. Buyer understands and agrees that many of these factors are
not under the control of Bitbox and understands that the Bitbox program, like all other investment opportunities, comes with a degree of risk and potential
reward.

OWNERSHIP & RESALE
Agent owns the machines as assets which can be sold in the future.
Per contract, Bitbox reserves the first right of refusal. This allows us to match highest bidder and retain control
of our brand. If Bitbox can’t/won’t, Agent can then sell to highest bidder. Depreciation on machines can be
taken up front or over time.

WHEN SELLING...
• Agent receives their total investment back
(assuming the sale is valued at more than the initial
investment) plus 60% of the remaining balance of
the sale. Bitbox will receive 40% of the balance.
• If sold for less than the initial investment, Agent will
receive all proceeds from the sale and Bitbox will
receive nothing.

